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on a south pacific island where he is befriended by a gorilla. the two become
unlikely friends and eventually set off for new york. they get caught up in the
city's thriving society and soon learn that some things are better left unseen.

king kong 2005 movie is an action comedy-drama film directed by peter
jackson and written by fran walsh, based on the 2005 novel of the same name
by mark kermode and stephen davis. it stars naomi watts, jack black, adrien
brody, thomas kretschmann, evan parke, lobo chan, jamie bell, john sumner,
andy serkis, and colin hanks. the film also features stanley tucci, bill pullman,
and marisa tomei. the film was released by paramount pictures on december
14, 2005 in selected markets. it was released on dvd in may 2006 in the us
and may 2007 in the uk. the film received mixed to positive reviews from
critics. it earned $45.2 million in north america and $81.5 million in other

countries, for a worldwide total of $126.7 million. it is the highest-grossing film
directed by jackson and the highest-grossing film based on a novel since the

lord of the rings: the return of the king. it also has the highest-grossing
opening weekend for a december release. the published release date of the
film was september 12, 2005, but the first trailer for the film debuted on july
19, 2005. king kong was directed by peter jackson and produced by kathleen

kennedy, fran walsh, and jackson himself. the screenplay was written by
jackson and walsh along with co-writer philippa boyens, and the story was
adapted from the story "monkey man" from the original king kong comic

series. andy serkis and his son, ben, were involved as the principal motion
capture performers, with serkis performing king kong's actions and ben

performing kong's dialogue. the film is based on the 1933 film king kong,
which was in turn based on the novel king kong (1933), written by william
archibald dunning. starring: naomi watts, adrien brody, jack black, dominic

monaghan. director: peter jackson. original release date: september 12, 2005.
released: december 2006. country of origin: new zealand/usa. genres: action,
drama, science fiction. language: english. runtime: 120 minutes. budget: $125

million. a. 5ec8ef588b
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